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Those who cannot remember the past are

condemned to repeat it.

George Santayana

Outline

• Epidemics and modelling

• Cambridge 1993

• Looking forward 20 years ago
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Epidemics and modelling

Animals and plants – evolutionary timescale

Humans – much more rapid growth

(a disease of the biosphere?)

trade / herds / crops / cities / transport

→ ideal habitat for pathogens



Understanding of infectious diseases

Contagion?

– quarantine

– germ vs. humour theory

– Koch 1877 (anthrax, TB, cholera)

– data collection



Endemic diseases

– equilibrium analysis (Bernoulli 1760)

– vaccination (Montagu 1721, Jenner 1796)

– malaria (Ross 1899)





Data analysis

Three measles outbreaks in the Educational

College for the Daughters of the Nobility

En’ko 1889





Mathematics

Kermack & McKendrick (1910s, 20s)

Kolmogorov, Fisher (1937)

Stochastics

Reed-Frost (1928)

Bartlett, Bailey (1940s –)



“I skip forty years”, said the Baker, in

tears,

“And proceed without further remark

To the day when you took me aboard

of your ship

To help you in hunting the Snark.”



1980s – the end of optimism:

1979/80 Smallpox declared extinct by WHO

. . . but other diseases intractable, and then . . .

AIDS (1981-3)
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1990s – time to regroup:

Epidemic modelling well-established but

fragmented









The problems of understanding and control-

ling disease present a range of mathematical

challenges, from broad theoretical issues to

specific practical ones. This programme will

bring together scientists with a wide variety

of mathematical expertise (including proba-

bility, deterministic modelling and data anal-

ysis) and with close involvement in applied

fields across the social, medical and biological

sciences.



The study of AIDS has stimulated much prog-

ress in diverse areas of epidemic modelling,

better data and data analysis techniques have

become available, and there have been excit-

ing developments in relevant areas of mathe-

matics. The programme will foster interdis-

ciplinary cooperation and, although much re-

cent impetus has come from AIDS, it will aim

to contribute to the modelling of a wide range

of human, animal and plant diseases.





Epidemic Models

NATO workshop, January 1993





Conceptual framework

Spatial models

Nonlinear time and space-time dynamics

Heterogeneity in human diseases

Data analysis: estimation and prediction



Ecology of infectious diseases in

natural populations

NERC/AFRC workshop, March 1993



Broad patterns and processes

Pathogens, insects and plants

Impact of ecological and genetic heterogeneity



Models for infectious human

diseases

Wellcome Trust workshop, April 1993



Transmissible diseases with long development

times and vaccination strategies

Dynamics of immunity

Population heterogeneity

Consequences of treatment interventions

Prediction





1.1 Phenomena

Persistence

Changing behaviour

Evolution and genetics

Control



1.2 Model development

Transmission models, especially

– based on individual behaviour

– fluctuating parameters

Uncertainty

Disease and host life cycles

Neighbourhood structure



etc.

Thresholds – generalising R0

“Space”

– spatial contact patterns

– social networks

– dependence of critical community size on

a range of parameters

Genetic heterogeneity

– co-evolution

– evolution within host



Those were the ‘known unknowns” . . .
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As we know,

There are known knowns.

There are things we know we know.

We also know

There are known unknowns.

That is to say

We know there are some things

We do not know.



But there are also unknown unknowns,

The ones we don’t know

We don’t know.

What about the unknown unknowns?



1993-2013

Anticipated?

Better data (range, quality, quantity)

and computer power

→ Models tailored to specific diseases

→ Computation-intensive data analysis

Better collaborations

– between different academic fields

– with public health decision making



Surprises?

New diseases

Old diseases spreading better







Daily death rates

11 Sep 2001 11 Sep 2008

AIDS 7900 4900

Diarrhoea 5500 6700

TB 4500 3700

Malaria 3100 1500





IDD 2013

The four-week programme will:

• take stock of progress in the last 20

years, following on from the original

Newton meeting; to assess where we

are today and provide a synthesis



• take a systematic look at the use of

models to inform public health decisions,

and to analyse where and why models

fail in their predictions



• set the agenda for future research

and in particular determine the main

challenges, both in understanding and

public health needs and in methodology



• foster collaboration and a new generation

of young talented researchers with the

aim of starting to address some of the

challenges identified above, through a

programme of concrete research activities




